Cheer leading at Pennsylvania has been one of the University's strong points for many years and only in recent years has it been given the national recognition it deserves. Our great baseball teams of 1892, 1902 and 1904, when they held the college championship for the football team of 1892, which dominated Princeton at the last minute and the football team of 1892, which bought the University within a season of the championship, are not the only things that have come from the University College. But the boys have no incentive but their own personal ambition, and the students never turned out for the games as they should. It was only nature, therefore, that The Pennsylvania cheer should print in the book a feeling of pride and reserved concern. Presence in life, when football had been converted into a regular intercollegiate game, the various classes would meet in the half after classes to play a baseball, and as a sort of rivalry, going to the game was something that should be done. Each class would attempt to draw from the other, as is evidenced for an incident in The Pennsylvania of 1892, at that time published weekly, which is as follows:  

"It was noticed that at least one of the classes that played on both Monday morning after our great victory over Vassar, had no man on the field that played the game."  

The editorial in The Pennsylvania of this date is as follows:  

"The playing of football, as it is conducted at the Elkwood and Otto Wagner, both football men, the latter being head coach and the former head leader with John Blake, explains entirely the recent triumphs of both the University and the University of Pennsylvania. The latter would not attempt to draw from the other, as is evidenced for an incident in The Pennsylvania of 1892, at that time published weekly, which is as follows:  
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Christmas Milestone

With today's issue The Pennsylvaniaian suspends publication until after the holidays.

Already students are scattering to their homes in every part of the land. There are many, however, at the University from distant parts of the country and from foreign countries who will not have the pleasure of spending Christmas at home. We who are more fortunately situated and who have this opportunity of enjoying Christmas with our families should be profoundly thankful.

Christmas is the most joyous season of the year. From it radiates joy and gladness. It is a time of good cheer and happiness. We look forward to its coming with pleasure and it is with regret that we see it pass. At Christmastide we see things in a different and clearer perspective. The very word home takes on a deeper and more significant meaning, and families become more strongly cemented.

Pennsylvania's Criticism

A phrase which has been a password of friendship to Pennsylvania's athletic by Professor C. H. Van Tyne, of the University of Michigan.

The speech was published with flaming headlines on the first pages of the Phildelphia morning papers, and we naturally felt it was authentic. We have since learned that Professor Van Tyne, who is now head of the Department of American History at Michigan, was a student at Pennsylvania some years ago and took his degree here.

Roosevelt Harrison and Professor Schelling have both received letters from Professor Van Tyne, in which he states that the reported criticism of American basketball by him is entirely unfounded. In his letter to Professor Schelling he says: "I am sure you will be content with my simple assurance that I said nothing of the kind reported and nothing derogatory to Pennsylvanians or her athletics."

The Pennsylvania apologizes to Professor Van Tyne for its criticism of his reported speech. We are jealous of Pennsylvania's good name, and for that reason alone criticized a speech which we felt would do harm to the University.

News of the College World:

There are two members of the Freshman Class at Indiana who are sixteen years old. The youngest Freshman is eighteen.

The Sophomore Vigilance Committee of the University of Minnesota thinks that their swimming pool is an effective force for damping Freshman spirits.

Professor R. G. Meadmore, of the University of Chicago, says: "The greater part of novel reading is not novel reading at all; it is simply gassing reading."

The "Daily Illini" of the University of Illinois says: "Indiana students may now more comfortably in the old custom of bathing. The University has discovered a temporary water supply and runs the shower baths for one hour each Saturday afternoon."

One of the leaders of the past.

The Christmas bells from hill to hill sound the glad tidings for this season.
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The Architectural Society's annual play this year has brighter prospects than ever for being a distinct drain across the University. The play, which is entitled "The Traveling Scholarship," is being written by Herbert Schumler, '09 Arch, and the music is by Horace Holmson, '09 Arch. The play is in three acts, the scene being held in Venice and the surrounding country. The play will be given about the last week in February in the "Grish Street Theatre," as the southeast corner of the "Big Quad." The contest for the poster advertising the play will be held the last week in February, in which a large number of architects are expected to contribute.
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Progress on Senior Record.
The Senior Record Committee has
been in progress from data from
the members of the Senior Class on
the Record, which is to be published
in May. Blanks are being sent to all
members of the class, to be filled in
and returned with photographs, which
are to be taken at Gilbert & Bacon's
studio, so that all the pictures will
be uniform. The blanks and pictures
must be in the hands of the committee
by February 1, 1909. The cost of in
setting the picture and individual
record will be $3.50, but if anyone fails
to have those in by February 1st, the
price will be raised to $5.00. Every
one should sign his name on the back
of the picture with a soft pencil and
not with ink or a hard pencil, as these
make a print on the front of the pho-
tograph.

Glee Club Members Report.
Members of the Glee Club report on
Monday, January 10, at Heston Hall
at 9 A.M. for rehearsal. Only those
men who report at this time will take
the week's trip, starting on the noon
train. During vacation members who
fail to go on the trip notify the leader
at Room 17, Cose, Dormitories.

Society of the Sigma Xi
A general convention of the Society
of the Sigma Xi will be held at Balti-
more on Saturday, January 56, at 10
A. M. The local chapter members
eighty members, including many from
the faculty.

Christmas Gifts.
Microscopes, Kodaks, Pocket Surgical
Sets, Pocket Knife, Pianola Pianos,
Thermometers, Watches, Artistic
Chokers, Pocket Compasses, etc., at
Pennock's, 5069 Woodland avenue.

Lost—Red Leather Pocketbook.
Lost in Houston Hall, Monday, De-
ember 14th, a red-leather folding
pocketbook, containing ten dollars,
laboratory and membership cards, re-
ward. Robert Marshenee, 11 D.

Table Boarders Wanted.
Mrs. Wiedenman, 23 South Thirty-

sixth street, has room for a few more

Table boarders at 13.50 per week.

Will compare well with the $14.00 table.

Lost—Gold Watch Fob.
Lost, in Houston Hall, Monday, De-
ember 14th, a red-leather folding
pocketbook, containing ten dollars,
laboratory and membership cards. re-
ward. Robert Marshenee, 11 D.
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